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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

TRANSPORT (SCOTLAND) BILL – WORKPLACE PARKING LEVY 

AMENDMENTS 

SUBMISSION FROM SCOTTISH WHOLESALE ASSOCIATION 

The Scottish Wholesale Association 

1. The Scottish Wholesale Association (SWA) is the official trade association for 

Scotland's food, drink and allied trades wholesaling businesses.  

2. The wholesale sector represents a significant part of the Scottish food and 

drink supply chain. SWA members include single-depot, family-owned 

businesses as well as national wholesale companies and buying groups.  

3. As well as providing cash and carry services to thousands of small 

convenience stores wholesalers also provide food service delivery services to 

public and private sector customers including schools, restaurants and the 

hospitality sector. Members also provide on sales services to licensed 

premises. SWA membership also includes food and drink 

producers/suppliers.  

4. The Scottish wholesale market is worth £2.9 Bn with 6,300 people being 

employed directly within the sector. 

Introduction 

5. The SWA welcomes the opportunity to provide written and oral evidence to 

the Committee. 

6. This is a turbulent time for the Scottish food and drink sector.  In recent 

months SWA have engaged with the Scottish Government on a number of 

important issues including the sector impacts of a No Deal Brexit scenario. 

The proposed Deposit Return Scheme for Scotland will require wholesalers to 

extend premises to cope with additional Scottish specific drinks containers. 

One member has suggested this will cost in the region of £500k. Wholesalers 

will also be affected by capital fleet costs in relation to the introduction of low 

emission zones. 

7. Additional costs associated with WPL must be set in the wider context of 

wholesale businesses facing rising costs and continued uncertainty. One 

SWA member commented  -  Already having increased everyone’s pay to 

above the Scottish Living Wage, paying increased pension contributions, 

facing increases in rent, fuel costs for vehicles but with clients reluctant to 

increase fees, we operate a single digit net margin SME business, how much 

more are we able to cover before having to cease trading? Staff cannot pay 

the levy or the increase in their salaries is all but negated, everyone is being 

squeezed more and more, this is a crazy initiative! 

Workplace Parking Levy 
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8. SWA members are very concerned at the proposal to amend the Transport 

(Scotland) Bill at Stage 2 to allow local authorities to introduce workplace 

parking levies on commercial premises.  

9. Members believe the proposal will have significant economic impacts on both 

employers and employees. Growing numbers of Scottish wholesale 

businesses pay their members of staff well in excess of the National Living 

Wage/National Minimum Wage level however, given the diverse range of 

roles within those businesses, some employees will be paid at those levels. 

SWA are concerned that employees earning NMW or just above may have 

their incomes reduced as a result of a parking levy of several hundreds of 

pounds being passed on. How would HMRC treat this matter ? We would 

seek guidance on this matter. We are also unclear as to whether or not 

employees would have to pay VAT on this charge.  

10. SWA would also seek clarity around the tax position for those employees 

whose employers pay the WPL. Would those employees find themselves out 

of pocket anyway because HMRC would consider this a benefit in kind ?  

11. WPL will mean direct costs for wholesalers as well as the indirect costs of 

additional administration. Businesses with several premises across the 

country will be dealing with potentially differing WPL costs for every premises 

and the need to hold a premises licence for every premises.  

12. As a result of the nature of their commercial activity and their requirement to 

have easy access to major transport routes many wholesale businesses have 

premises on out of town industrial estates and in other areas which have poor 

access to public transport.  

13. Certain local authorities have previously encouraged wholesalers to relocate 

to out of city centre locations for safety and environmental reasons. SWA are 

aware of some instances where members have had difficulties getting 

planning permission for city centre extensions.  

14. Wholesale companies often struggle to recruit staff, who don’t have access to 

private vehicles, to work in these edge of town locations due to the lack of 

public transport links.  

15. Several SWA members report that their employees travel considerable 

distances to journey to work and they thought it likely that they would seek 

employment closer to home if they were charged to park.  

16. The vast majority of wholesalers employ shift workers. (92% in the SWA 

survey) The commercial reality is that food and drink wholesale is a 24 hour/7 

day a week business. Early and late shift patterns are not covered by public 

transport timetables. Staff starting at 5 am have no alternative but to drive to 

work.  We would suggest that in such circumstances a WPL is unlikely to 

result in modal shift.  

17. SWA suggest that reducing the availability of staff workplace parking would 

have serious implications for staff security and safety. Currently, employees 

coming off a late shift will be able to access their vehicles in company car 

parks which may well be well lit and have cctv in operation. If staff have to 

park on street instead we have concerns about employee safety. All members 

surveyed said employees would be likely to still drive to work but would park 

on street.  
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18. Depots tend to require significant space to allow for storage and loading 

facilities as well as customer and business vehicle/HGV parking and parking 

spaces for employees and business visitors. Often these different parking 

areas are not specifically defined. How will local authorities decide which 

areas are designated for staff parking?  

19. Wholesale businesses are already contributing to local authorities via Non 

Domestic Rates. Outside space is included in the rate /square metre applied 

to Distribution Warehouse buildings. Several of the largest companies pay 

individual rates bills well in excess of £100k. They are also liable for the Large 

Business Supplement on their rates bills. The proposed WPL therefore 

represents double taxation of car parking spaces. SWA believe it is likely that 

businesses may seek to appeal rateable valuations and rent levels if they are 

having to pay twice for the same parking spaces. 

 

Amendments 

20. SWA are opposed to the proposal however we acknowledge the policy 

narrative and explanatory text which Mr Finnie has provided. The 

discretionary nature of the power to introduce a workplace parking levy means 

that there is a lack of clarity in terms of the overall financial impact of WPL on 

employers and employees.   

21. SWA welcome the national exemptions currently proposed. We note that the 

amendments, as tabled, allow for local authorities to make other exemptions. 

We would argue that, if the Committee accepts Mr Finnie’s amendments, 

further exemptions should be made for the following 

 

a) business premises with less than 15 spaces  

b) businesses which employ workers on shifts outwith core working hours i.e 

9 to 5  

c) businesses which are not adequately served by public transport e.g on out 

of town industrial estates  

 

While SWA appreciate that the amendments propose a high degree of 

discretion to allow local authorities to make decisions which suit their local 

requirements we would prefer to see these exemptions secured on a national 

basis on the face of the Bill. 

 

22. SWA would also urge the Committee to look at the possibility of a cap to 

minimise the financial impact of this measure on Scottish businesses and 

employees.  

23. SWA oppose the proposal and are particularly concerned at the inclusion of 

workplace parking spaces being used by business customers and visitors. 

This may well have a detrimental impact on Scotland’s businesses and will 

lead to displaced parking on public streets.  

24. We would seek clarity on the definition in Amendment 8 of a workplace 

parking place used by a relevant person. Will this include HGVs parked in a 

wholesalers yard overnight or vehicles waiting to be loaded or unloaded at a 
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depot or cash and carry. We are concerned that businesses may be expected 

to pay twice to park their own business vehicles on site. This would be a direct 

impediment to the ability of wholesalers to carry out a fundamental element of 

their business.  

25. SWA would also seek to highlight the requirements of field based sales teams 

who would be adversely affected. Sales teams are often required to transport 

Point of Sale marketing/Promotional materials as well as product samples. It’s 

impossible to fulfil their job requirements using public transport.  

26. We welcome amendment 9 which states that a scheme can only be 

introduced when a local authority has a local transport strategy and the 

scheme will facilitate the achievement of policies within that strategy.  

27. We welcome amendment 10 and the requirement on local authorities to 

undertake prior consultation and impact assessments. We note that many 

employees are travelling across local authority boundaries to get to work. As a 

result of these amendments they may be charged for parking at their 

workplace but not be consulted on proposals by a local authority or benefit 

from ring-fenced public transport spending.  

28. SWA agree that net proceeds of any WPL schemes should be ring-fenced 

and applied to achieving the policies in the council’s local transport strategy. 

Revenue raised should be ring fenced for significant improvement in public 

transport links, bus routes and extended timetables including in the wider, 

regional, travel to work area. 

SWA Member Survey results  

29. In recent weeks we have conducted members surveys on this issue. 100% of 

members who responded were opposed to the introduction of a Workplace 

Parking Levy. SWA received responses from small businesses with a handful 

of employees as well as from our larger member companies. SWA members 

across Scotland – in rural and urban areas – oppose these proposals. 

Members believed the measure would have detrimental impacts on their 

business and their employees.  

30. 100% of members who responded to the latest survey were concerned that 

the proposals haven’t been subject to a formal public consultation or properly 

scrutinised so far. SWA welcome the opportunity to give oral and written 

evidence to the Committee however we note that the Scottish Government 

have already agreed to support the WPL amendments, to secure Scottish 

Green support for the 2019-20 Budget.  

31. 80% of SWA members believe the proposal will have the largest financial 

impact on the lowest paid car commuters with 82% saying that it was likely 

that employees would be asked to pay the levy. This appears to echo the 

reality of the approach taken by employers in the Nottingham City Council 

area.  

32. 80% of SWA members believe it will have a negative impact on business 

investment. Companies suggest this proposal would potentially put jobs at risk 

or see lower earners earn less disposable income.  
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SWA Member Comments  

• Staff are on the standard living wage to impose this would hit their pockets. 

• We would have to pass it on but this would have a massive effect on our 

staffs wellbeing. 

• Many employees are paid close to minimum wage and so as a business we 

would not be able to pass this tax onto them. For those employees who this 

could be passed onto in terms of not breaching Living wage legislation, it 

would create disharmony and divide our current collaborative work force. The 

likely outcome is that employees will take to parking on the streets all over the 

estate, creating congestion and increased risk of accidents to both people and 

vehicles. 

• With the variety of shift patterns that we have and the difficulty of getting direct 

public transport routes for many staff. Parking on site is essential. To penalise 

either our business, or our staff for this necessary parking would be very 

unfair. 

• This adds huge cost implications to the business - which we cannot pass 

along. 

• We're in an out of town location & many of our employees travel significant 

distances to work rendering public transport a non option for them. Our 

property is private, we already pay significant rates so the last thing we need 

is a tax on parking spaces. More than likely we would just not make them 

available for staff & insist they use free street parking nearby thus causing 

unnecessary parking issues in the local community.  

 


